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ABSTRACT

There has been a growing amount of multimedia data generated on the web today-in terms of size and diversity. This has made accurate content retrieval with these large and complex collections of data a challenging problem. Motivated by the need for systems that can enable scalable and efficient search, we propose QIK (Querying Images Using Contextual Knowledge). QIK leverages advances in deep learning (DL) and natural language processing (NLP) for scene understanding to enable large-scale multimedia retrieval on everyday scenes with common objects. The system consists of three major components: Indexer, Query Processor, and Video Processor. Given an image, the Indexer performs probabilistic image understanding (PIU). The PIU generated consists of the most probable captions, parsed and represented by tree structures using NLP techniques, and detected objects. The PIU’s are stored and indexed in a database system. For a query image, the Query Processor generates the most probable caption and parses it into the corresponding tree structure. Then an optimized tree-pattern query is constructed and executed on the database to retrieve a set of candidate images. The candidate images fetched are ranked using the tree-edit distance metric computed on the tree structures. Given a video, the Video Processor extracts a sequence of key scenes that are posed to the Query Processor to retrieve a set of candidate scenes. The candidate scene parse trees corresponding to a video are extracted and are ranked based on the number of matching scenes. We evaluated the performance of our system for large-scale image and video retrieval tasks on datasets containing everyday scenes and observed that our system could outperform state-of-the-art techniques in terms of mean average precision.
Chapter 1

Introduction

We are in an era where there is an explosion in the amount of data generated on the web. The inventions of mobile technology like smartphones and tablets, along with advancements in mobile networks, have enabled creating and sharing of content with ease. Our digital and connected lifestyle combined with our love for social media has fueled data creation. The actual amount of data on the web today is difficult to calculate. The amount of multimedia data (a combination of diverse content such as text, images, animations, and videos) that we produce and consume in a day is truly mind-blowing. For example, Facebook\(^1\), the largest social media platform, with 32 billion active users, sees 300 million photos uploaded every day\(^2\). Instagram\(^3\), built around sharing photos and videos, has more than a billion active users a day. In 2021, there were 95 million photos and videos shared on Instagram in a single day. Since its

\(^1\)https://www.facebook.com
\(^3\)https://www.instagram.com
inception, over 40 billion photos and videos have been uploaded and shared\(^4\). Users on Snapchat\(^5\), a camera company, see 527,760 photos shared every minute\(^6\). 4,146,600 videos are watched every minute on YouTube\(^7\), a free video-sharing website\(^6\). This amount and the rate of data generation have necessitated the need for search engines. Search engines provide access to tons of data on the web that could be browsed by a user using keywords or phrases. They have now become a ubiquitous part of our life. For example, Google\(^8\) processes 3.5 billion searches per day, which sums up to 1.2 trillion searches per year\(^9\). DuckDuckGo\(^10\), a popular search engine emphasizing search privacy, serves an average of 98.79 million search queries a day. Storage and retrieval of these large and diverse collections of data have always been a challenge. Search engine optimization (SEO) is used by website maintainers to improve upon the visibility of a web page on a search engine. More recently, there has been a shift in users’ interest from traditional text-based retrieval to content-based retrieval \([1]\).

Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has been a topic of research for many years. In CBIR, given a query image, the goal is to find images in the database that are similar to the query image. Typically, an image is mapped to a feature vector and a similarity metric is defined between feature vectors and used to identify images similar to the query image. CBIR has been particularly challenging due to the diversity of images on the web. This could include similar images with different backgrounds, occlusions in images (wherein two or more objects come too close to each other), view-
point differences, etc. Advances in computer vision and deep learning have resulted in numerous research efforts and commercial solutions for CBIR. As image datasets continue to grow in volume on the Web and in domains such as healthcare, insurance, precision agriculture, remote sensing, astronomy, and defense, there continues to be great interest in efficient large-scale image retrieval.

Content-based video retrieval (CBVR) extends CBIR aiming to find videos in the database similar to the query video. Content in CBVR could refer to colors, shapes, textures, objects, faces, and audio in the frames of a given video. The most common first step for most content-based video retrieval involves segmenting the videos into frames. They are then mapped to a feature vector and aggregated. Post aggregating the frame-level feature vectors, a similarity metric is defined to identify videos similar to the query video. Video data possesses a multitude of information with applications in education and entertainment. But they are under-utilized unless systems are capable of retrieving relevant videos and at the same time while filtering out unwanted videos [2]. Hence, even today, video retrieval continues to be one of the most exciting and fastest-growing research areas in the field of multimedia technology [1].

Apart from web search, content-based retrieval finds its application in numerous domains. For example, content-based retrieval could help prevent video piracy and detect copyright violations by fetching all images and videos that are similar to a given image or video. CBIR could be used to obtain similar patterns of interest amongst satellite images. Terrapattern\textsuperscript{11} has been building a CBIR system wherein a user could select any spot in a satellite image to be presented with satellite images containing

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{11}https://www.gislounge.com/terrapattern-search-engine-satellite-imagery/}
similar spots. CBIR also finds its application in Digital Pathology, primarily to obtain similar images/cases within large repositories. Lagotto\textsuperscript{12}, by Huron Digital Pathology, enables its users can find similar cases and read multiple pathology reports in real-time. With geospatial data warehouses becoming widespread, CBIR systems hold the key to efficient exploration. Video retrieval also finds its application in medical education (such as VuMedi\textsuperscript{13}), providing fast access to specialized and relevant videos.

While CNNs have replaced descriptors built using local features, the primary limiting factor in web-scale information retrieval is feature dimensionality. In addition, models require larger memory capacity and access to Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), which limits their usage to specialized hardware. Google uses commodity hardware (composed of over 1000 computers)\textsuperscript{14}. Striking the right balance of computation efficiency and retrieval performance is an active research area that could find its application in numerous domains. Moreover, to construct image representation, there also lies a semantic gap encountered in understanding the query. Understanding a query transcends the logical aspects of the query and the intellectual and emotional sides of the user posing the query. \cite{3}

In this dissertation, we propose a system called QIK (Querying Images Using Contextual Knowledge) aimed at large-scale multimedia retrieval, i.e., videos and images comprising of everyday scenes with common objects in them. The system synergistically combines recent advances in Deep Learning (DL) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) to capture the context of everyday scenes and learn the relationships between objects in them to enable efficient retrieval. The key contributions of

\textsuperscript{12}https://www.hurondigitalpathology.com/lagotto/
\textsuperscript{13}https://www.vumedi.com
\textsuperscript{14}http://www.claytonstechnobabble.com/2011/08/how-does-google-do-it-meet-google-file.html
our work are as follows:

• **QIK** is a generic framework that aims to capture the context of everyday scenes and learn the relationships between objects in them for efficient image retrieval. In order to facilitate this, **QIK** generates the PIU of an image using state-of-the-art deep learning models designed for image captioning and object detection tasks. The PIUs are processed at the time of retrieval.

• **QIK** leverages the advancements in NLP for linguistic analysis of the PIUs. For instance, image captions are transformed into tree structures which are widely used in computational linguistics [4]. These tree structures are queried during the filtering step of image retrieval and further used for ranking the candidate images retrieved.

• We conducted an evaluation of **QIK** against state-of-the-art instance retrieval techniques such as DELF [5], DIR [6], CroW [7], and FR-CNN [8] using the Microsoft COCO dataset [9], which is a well-known dataset containing complex everyday scenes with common objects. We computed the mean average precision (mAP) for top-\(k\) matches of a query to compare **QIK** and its competitors. First, we observed that using image captions for filtering and ranking, **QIK** performed better than when only the detected objects were used for image retrieval in terms of mAP. This asserts that leveraging relationships between objects during image retrieval yields better quality results. Furthermore, **QIK** using image captions outperformed the aforementioned competitors in terms of mAP.

• We leverage the modular nature of **QIK** and extend it to enable efficient video retrieval. We evaluated the video retrieval performance of **QIK** against state-of-
the-art techniques such as CSQ [10] and DnS [11] using the MSR-VTT [12]. QIK outperformed its competitors in terms of mAP for large-scale video retrieval.

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives a brief background on the important concepts used in the dissertation; Chapter 3 discusses recent related work followed by our motivation in Chapter 4; Chapter 5 presents the design details; Chapter 6 describes the implementation details; Chapter 7 discusses the evaluation of QIK and comparison with state-of-the-art techniques for image and video retrieval tasks; and finally we present our conclusion and future work in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 eXtensible Markup Language

eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [13], first published as a W3C Recommendation on February 10, 1998, was primarily designed for efficient storage and transportation of a wide variety of data over the internet. XML facilitates data exchange between programs and platforms and is widely used in service-oriented architectures (SOA) where services (discrete units of functionality) are provided by separate components connected over the web. These components belong to different vendors and are implemented using different technologies. The format of the data exchanged with an is XML is standardised using an XML schema (XSD).

Figure 2.1 shows a simple XML document. The key components of any XML documents are:

- **XML declaration.** Every XML document begins with an XML declaration,
Figure 2.1: Example of an XML

which defines the XML version and character encoding.

• **Tag.** A *tag* is a construct that begins with a `<` and ends with a `>`. The three types of tags are:

  – *start-tag* represented as `<tag>`

  – *end-tag* represented as `</tag>`

  – *empty-element-tag* represented as `<tag />`

• **Element.** An *element* is the basic construct in an XML document. It begins with a start-tag and ends with a matching end-tag of consists only of an empty-element-tag. The XML tree shown in Figure 2.1 starts with the *root element* `cars` and branches to the *child elements* `car`, `make`, `model`, `year`,
transmission, and price are the child elements to car.

- **Attribute.** An attribute consists of a name-value pair that exists in an element. category is the attribute to the element car.

### 2.2 XPath

XPath (XML Path Language) is the query language for selecting nodes in an XML document. It leverages the tree representation of XML documents and uses path expressions to navigate and select nodes. A simple XPath query can be written as $/A_1::N_1[p_1]/\cdots/A_i::N_i[p_i]/\cdots/A_n::N_n[p_n]$, where $A_i$ denotes an XPath axis, $N_i$ denotes an XML element name, and $p_i$ denotes a predicate of that node. A predicate may be empty for a node. Using / selects from the root node, while // selects nodes in the document from the current node, no matter where they are. :: is used to separate an axis name from a node test in an XPath expression. Although there are 13 XPath axes [14], we only use 4 of them in our subsequent chapters:

- **child** to indicate a parent-child relationship.

- **descendant** to indicate an ancestor-descendant relationship.

- **following** to indicate that a node follows the other in document order (a.k.a. preorder).

- **following-sibling** to indicate that two nodes share a common parent.

**Example 1.** To select all the model nodes, the XPath expression would be /cars/car/model.
Example 2. To obtain the price for Land Cruiser, the XPath expression would be
\[ /\text{cars/car}[\text{model[text()="Land Cruiser"]}] /\text{price/text()} . \]

Example 3. To obtain the model nodes following Accord, the XPath expression would be
\[ /\text{cars/car}[\text{model[text()="Accord"]}] /\text{following::car} . \]

2.3 Tree Edit Distance

Tree edit distance [15, 16, 17] (TED) is the minimum cost, in terms of edit operations, required to transform one ordered labeled tree to another. The edit operations performed on the tree nodes include:

- Insertion
- Deletion
- Replacement

![Figure 2.2: Example of tree edit distance operations](image)

Figure 2.2 shows an example of the set of operations to be performed to transform tree A (represented as \( a(b(c, d), e) \)) to tree B (represented as \( f(g) \)). In 1989,
Zhang et al. [18] developed a recursive algorithm that involved finding an optimal matching solution to a given pair of trees. The algorithm involves finding the keyroots, which are the nodes that have the common leftmost leaf. The tree distance is then calculated for the combination of each of the keyroot nodes of one tree to the keyroot nodes of the other tree. The algorithm has a time complexity of $O(n^4)$ time and $O(n^2)$ space for trees with $n$ nodes. Over the years, various optimizations were proposed that brought down the time and space complexity [19, 20, 21, 22]. Today, TED has found a wide range of diverse applications like software engineering, natural language processing, and bioinformatics [23].

### 2.4 Bloom Filter

Bloom filter [24] is a randomized and memory efficient probabilistic data structure
designed to test if a given element is a part of a set. A Bloom filter maintains an array of \( n \) bits, initialized to 0. There are \( m \) hash functions defined, that maps the set of elements to one of the \( n \) positions in the array. The hash functions defined must ensure independent and uniform distribution of hash codes. To insert an element to a Bloom filter, the \( m \) hash functions are applied on it to get the \( m \) bit positions. These bits are set to 1. To test if an elements exists in the set, the same \( m \) hash functions are applied and the corresponding bit positions are check if the value is set to 1. If any of the bit positions are 0, the element is definitely not present in the set. If all of the bit positions are 1, the element is either present in the set, or the the bits were set to 1, during the insertion of other elements, resulting in false positives.

### 2.5 Convolutional Neural Networks

Images are represented as an array (or a matrix) of pixels arranged in columns and rows. The dimensions of an image posed considerable challenges for artificial neural networks. To overcome this Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) were proposed. CNNs aim at reducing images to a form that is earlier to process while at the same time without losing critical features. Using a filter (a set of learnable weights learned using backpropagation), a CNN can capture the spatial and temporal dependencies in an image. During a convolution, a filter shifts based on the Stride (the number of pixels to be shifted) length defined, performing matrix multiplications between filter elements and the portion of the image under the filter. Pooling layers are required to reduce the size of the convolved features. Reducing the dimensions helps reduce the number of parameters to be learned and the compute needed. The two most
common signs of pooling are Max Pooling and Average Pooling. Max Pooling returns to maximum value under the portion covered by the Kernel. On the other hand, Average Pooling returns the average of all the values under the portion covered by the Kernel. Convolution of an image with different forms filters can capture low-level features such as edges, color, gradient orientation, etc. Adding multiple convolutional layers help capture the high-level features to enable a wholesome understanding of images. The convolutional features are passed through a fully connected layer to learn non-linear functions mapping these features. Over the years, there have been various variants of CNN architectures developed and deployed (such as AlexNet [25], VGG [26], ResNet [27], etc.) leading to astonishing advances in the field of deep learning.

2.6 Word Embeddings

Since computers (and Machine Learning algorithms) operate on numbers, there was a need to represent linguistic entities as mathematical entities. Hence word embeddings were introduced. Word embeddings are learned representations (represented by a real-valued vector in a latent space) of a word such that words with similar meanings have similar representations. Tomas Mikolov et al. proposed Word2Vec [28] for learning high-quality word embeddings efficiently from large corpora of text (with billions of words). Two different methods were proposed: the Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) model and the Continuous Skip-Gram model. The CBOW model learns the embedding by predicting the current word based on the context. On the other hand, the Continuous Skip-Gram model predicts the context for the current word by
Figure 2.4: Word embedding examples

predicting words within a defined range before and after it.

Representing words as vectors allows us to perform vector arithmetic on them like the famous example: example, \( \vec{king} - \vec{man} + \vec{woman} = \vec{queen} \) (seen in Figure 2.4a). In the case of Word2Vec, the similarity between words is measured in terms of the cosine distance between their vector representations. The cosine distance between two vectors \( \vec{A} = (A_1, A_2, ..., A_n) \) and \( \vec{B} = (B_1, B_2, ..., B_n) \) (equal to the cosine of the angle between the vectors) is computed as:

\[
\text{cosine distance} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i B_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} B_i^2}}
\]

Similar words would have a smaller cosine distance. For example, in figure 2.4b, the words Rupee and India; and Euro and Germany are closer to each other as one represents the current of the other. Hence they have a low cosine distance compared to the distance between Rupee and Euro, the two different currencies (i.e \( \theta_1 < \theta_3 \) and \( \theta_2 < \theta_3 \), while \( \theta_1 \approx \theta_2 \)).
2.7 Recurrent Neural Networks

Feedforward neural networks were limited to learning representations among data points independent of each other. Hence, to learn representations of sequential data, such as time series, speech, text, audio, video, etc., where one data point depends upon the previous data points, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) were introduced. RNNs are known for their concept of "memory" (by virtue of feedback loops) that help them retain past information to predict the next in the sequence. As seen in Figure 2.5, the inputs to an RNN include the present and the recent past data. Weights are assigned to them to output a prediction. The weights for the RNNs are learned using gradient descent and backpropagation through time. To overcome the vanishing gradient problem encountered while training artificial neural networks with gradient-based learning methods and backpropagation, Hochreiter et al. [29] introduced Long Short Term Memory (LSTM). Figure 2.6 shows the LSTM cell contents. Information
from the previous hidden state and information from the current input are passed through the sigmoid function. This is called the forget gate. The output from the sigmoid function is in the range of 0-1, with values closer to 0 being forgotten. The information from the previous hidden state and information from the current input are passed through sigmoid and tanh functions. Their outputs are multiplied together to form the input gate. The output from the forget and input gates are aggregated to obtain a new cell state that is carried over to the next time step. Meanwhile, this output is also passed through a tanh function and multiplied with the information from the previous hidden state and information from the current input, passed through the sigmoid function, to form the hidden state carried over to the next time step.

Figure 2.6: Long short-term memory [29]
2.8 Image Captioning

Image captioning involves describing the content of an image in a textual form. It combines computer vision to understand an image and natural language processing for generating textual descriptions that are syntactically and semantically correct. It has been an important task in Deep Learning, with numerous impactful applications.

Vinyals et. al. proposed Show and Tell [30, 31], a neural and probabilistic framework for generating textual image descriptions. The model draws inspiration from advances in machine translation that involve using a RNN to encode variable-length input into a fixed dimensional vector that can be decoded to the desired output sentence. In line with traditional machine translation approaches, the Show and Tell model architecture comprises an encoder model and a decoder model. A CNN is used as the encoder to convert an image to a vector representation. This vector forms the input to a RNN that acts as the decoder. The CNN model comprised the Inception V1 image classification model [32] (a state-of-the-art at the time). The RNN model used was LSTM [29] due to its state-of-the-art performance on sequence tasks.

Unique words in the captions were used to create a vocabulary to map words to a corresponding index. The words were one-hot encoded and embedded to the same latent space as the images using word embedding. Special start and stop words are added to captions since not all captions are of the same length. When the number of words in the caption is less than than the LSTM units, the remaining spaces were padded using another special word. For obtaining the best captions (or predictions), the model uses Beam Search. In this approach, $k$ best sentences are considered candidates at each time step $t$. In the next time step, $t + 1$, $k$ best sentences are chosen from the sentences constructed from $k$ most probable words with $k$ sentences. The
process is repeated to attain $k$ best captions for a given image.

Mokandy et al. proposed ClipCap [33], that fused CLIP [34] with GPT-2 [35] to generate image captions. During training, the images are passed through CLIP’s image encoder network. The output of this network is mapped to the embedding space of GPT-2 by a mapping network. The mapping network comprises of a trained lightweight transformer network. The mapping network produces a prefix for each image which is appended to the embedding of its annotated caption. This combined embedding is passed through GPT-2 to predict caption tokens conditioned on the prefix. At the time of inference, the image encodings from CLIP are passed through the mapping network to generate a prefix. The GPT-2 then outputs the caption starting from the prefix.
Chapter 3

Related Work

As we aim at content-based multimedia retrieval, we dissect our literature review into advances in content-based image and video retrieval.

3.1 Image Retrieval

Current image retrieval systems typically have two stages: the filtering stage to identify a set of candidate images and a re-ranking stage, where a small number of similar candidates are re-ranked based on specific criteria. Several approaches used hand-crafted local features, composed of a feature keypoint and a feature descriptor. Lowe [36] proposed Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) that used hand-crafted local features based on the appearance of the objects at points of interest. Motivated by SIFT, Bay et al. [37] proposed speeded up robust features (SURF) to extract points of interest. Inspired by the bag-of-words representation for text categorization, Csurka et al. [38] proposed a bag-of-keypoints approach to feature vector
construction and clustering. To enable web-scale search, Philbin et al. [39, 40] built a scalable image-feature vocabulary that mapped each visual region to a weighted set of words.

Advances in CNNs have resulted in new methods for image understanding including, image recognition and object detection. Deep CNNs have achieved remarkable accuracy for object recognition on standard benchmarks (e.g., GoogLeNet [32], Inception v3 [41], ResNet [27]). Several techniques have recently explored the use of CNNs for large-scale image retrieval. They rely on CNN features for global image representations enabling fast filtering. Babenko et al. [42] demonstrated this by using the features obtained from a CNN, trained to recognize Image-Net [43] classes, to the task of image retrieval. They also explored further by aggregating local deep features to produce compact descriptors for image retrieval [44]. Radenovic et al. [45] introduced unsupervised fine-tuning of CNNs for image retrieval using information extracted from a Structure-from-Motion pipeline trained to construct 3D models from 2D images. Jegou et al. [46] proposed VLAD (Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors) that enabled large-scale image search using CNN features. VLAD aggregated local image descriptors into a vector of limited dimensions, allowing descriptors for large image datasets could fit in memory. Arandjelovic et al. [47, 48] improved further on VLAD descriptors for accurate image retrieval. Salvador et al. [8] used image-wise and region-wise representations pooled from an object detection CNN such as Faster R-CNN [49]. The image-wise representations served as global features and were used during the filtering step. The region-wise representations served as local features and were used for re-ranking. Gordo et al. [6] produced a global and compact fixed-length representation of each image by aggregating many region-wise descriptors so that it
is robust to scale and transformation. The regions to be pooled were predicted using a region proposal network. Noh et al. [5] used local feature descriptor that employed an attention-based keypoint selection mechanism to identify semantically useful local features there were needed for image retrieval. More recent work by Teichman et al. [50] used a novel region aggregation method for image retrieval. It extended the idea of aggregated selective math kernels proposed by Tolias et al. [51] by extracting object regions from an image and its local features, proposed by Noh et al. [5]. The region aggregation method helped in re-balancing the visual information in the image. Kalantidis et al. [7] proposed an efficient non-parametric weighting and aggregation scheme to transform convolutional image features to a compact global image feature. The output of the convolutional layers is aggregated before the fully connected layers. For re-ranking, local image representations from CNNs have been employed through spatial matching and geometric verification [52, 5, 53]. Chum et al. [54, 55] used query expansion approaches to increase retrieval performance significantly but at the cost of higher query times. To improve on this limitation, Tolias et al. [56] proposed to use CNN activations of convolutional layers for filtering and re-ranking.

Another interesting success was the development of image captioning models like Show and Tell [30, 31] and Show, Attend and Tell [57] that used a combination of convolutional layers/nets and recurrent neural networks. Thus, it is now more feasible than before to extract useful knowledge from images and understand their context on a large scale. Gordo et al. [58] used human-annotated region-level captions during training time to generate global visual representation of images for semantic retrieval. At query time, only the query image is used without any captions. VistaNet [59] combines text with images but for sentiment analysis. Hodosh
et al. [60] applied sentence-based image descriptions as a ranking task in text-based image search. Socher et al. [61] proposed a dependency tree RNN (DT-RNN) that used dependency trees for sentences into the same vector space as the outputs of CNNs applied to images allowing querying images using a textual description.

We now describe in detail some of the techniques that use hand-crafted features as well as features extracted from CNN’s for retrieval. They are considered to be state-of-the-art in the area of image retrieval and we later use them for evaluation in Chapter 7.

- **Deep Image Retrieval:** Gordo et al. [6]. proposed an effective and scalable approach for instance-level image retrieval that involves finding in a database of images a match for an object in a query image. The approach implements a three-stream siamese network. At the time of training, the input triplet comprises the query, a relevant image, and a non-relevant image. In each stream of the siamese network, the images are passed through a pre-trained VGG16 CNN to extract their local features. The features are max-pooled in different regions of the images using a region proposal network (RPN). RPN trains on the local features extracted by the CNN and bounding boxes (obtained from the ground truth) depicting the region of interest (ROI). A binary class label is assigned to each candidate box depending on how much it overlaps with the ROI. The loss function is a combination of a classification loss and a regression loss, which is optimized through backpropagation and stochastic gradient descent. The pooled features are l2-normalized, whitened with PCA (using a shifting and fully connected layer), and l2-normalized again. The features are then sum aggregated and l2-normalized. Learning is done using triplet loss comparing
the query image against the relevant and non-relevant images. The gradient is backpropagated through the three streams of the siamese network, including the CNN and PCA layers, to update the weights. In short, the relevant images act as regularizers, while the non-relevant images force learning in the network. Hence the approach produces compact representations for each image by aggregating many region-wise descriptors. During testing, the query image is passed through the query stream network of the trained model to output a compact vector representation. It can then be compared against the dataset image representations using a simple dot product.

- **Large-Scale Image Retrieval with Attentive Deep Local Features:** Noh et al.[5] propose an attentive local feature descriptor, trained over a landmark image dataset, for large-scale image retrieval. Dense features are extracted from an image by passing it through a fully convolutional network (FCN). The FCN here is the conv4_x (convolutional) layer from the ResNet50 model trained on the ImageNet dataset. The output of the FCN is a dense grid of local feature descriptors. For images that are of a different dimension, image pyramids are constructed. Each layer in the pyramid is passed through the FCN to construct a dense grid of local feature descriptors. They are passed through an attention layer (2 layer CNN with a softplus activation) that measures the relevance of the local features descriptors. For optimizing training and accuracy, a two-step training strategy is applied. First, the dense feature extraction model is trained over the dataset for image classification using cross entropy loss. Then, the attention-based model is trained by pooling the features obtained by a weighted sum of the features, where the weights are predicted by the attention network.
The gradients obtained from the cross entropy loss function computed over the weighted sum of the features are backpropagated to fine-tune the weights. The output is an embedding for given image input. They are then $L_2$ normalized and passed through a PCA layer to reduce the dimensions and further $L_2$ normalized. To enable efficient image retrieval, a large-scale index is constructed. For all the images in a dataset, local descriptors are extracted and indexed using a combination of KD-tree and Product Quantization. At the time of retrieval, given a query image, the local descriptors are extracted. An approximate nearest neighbor search over the index returns the top-k closest local descriptors. The final set of matches are returned after performing geometric verification to remove distractors.

- **Cross-Dimensional Weighting for Aggregated Deep Convolutional Features:** Kalantidis et al. [7] propose a framework for extracting image representations by cross-dimensional weighting and aggregation of deep convolutional neural network layer outputs. The authors refer to the features extracted through this framework as Cross-dimensional Weighted or CroW features. Sum-pooling or max-pooling is applied over the deep convolutional features obtained from the last spatial layer of a CNN (A pre-trained VGG16 model was used in the implementation). For each location in the pooled feature map, a weight derived from the spatial activation of the output layer is applied across each channel. This is called spatial weighting. Spatial weighting boosts features at locations with important visual content. For each channel, another weight, based on the sparsity of the feature maps, is assigned at each location in that channel. This is called channel weighting. Channel weighting, thus, helps regulate the effect
of channel burstiness. (Burstiness is a phenomenon in which a particular visual
element appears more times in an image than what a model could predict hence
corrupting the visual similarity measured). A weighted sum aggregation is per-
formed over the location-wise and channel-wise weights. As spatial dimensions
vary per image depending on the size, the original image size is retained. This is
another factor that contributes to the overall performance. The resulting vector
is then normalized and power transformed. Whitening and PCA are applied to
the output vector to reduce its dimensions. A final normalization on this yields
CroW features. To improve image retrieval performance, the query expansion
technique proposed by Chum et al. [54] is applied to the CroW features. The
features of the top results are summed and L2 normalized before re-querying
over the ranked list of database images.

**Faster R-CNN Features for Instance Search:** Salvador et al. [8] pro-
posed using features extracted from an object detection CNN for instance re-
trieval. A Faster R-CNN [49] was used to extract both global and local features.
The Faster R-CNN network comprised a Region Proposal Network (RPN) that
learns a set of window locations and a classifier that identifies it as one of
the classes in the training set. Global features were extracted from the last
convolutional layer. To extract local features, the output of the convolutional
layers is passed through a region pooling layer, to extract the convolutional
activations for each object proposal learned by the RPN. The aggregated fea-
tures are L2-normalized, whitened, and further L2-normalized. To create better
representations and help improve retrieval performance fine-tuning and spatial
reranking were performed. Best results were obtained when the weights of all
convolutional layers were updated. Updating the weights of all convolutional
layers enabled convolutional features, RPN proposals, and fully connected layers
to learn from the query instances.

• **Central Similarity Quantization for Efficient Image and Video Retrieval:** Yuan et al. [10] proposed Central Similarity Quantization (CSQ), a
”global similarity metric” known as ”central similarity” by which the embed-
dings of similar data pairs would converge to a common center while dissimilar
data pairs would converge to different centers in an embedding space. The tech-
nique is generic and could be applied to both image and video retrieval tasks.
The high dimensional data is first mapped to K-bit binary hash codes in Ham-
mimg space, comprising of the 2K, using a hash function. Then, a hash center,
defined as a set of points in Hamming Space, comprising of all combinations of
K bits with sufficient distance from each other, is generated. Two approaches
were proposed for generating the hash centers. The first approach leverages
Hadamard matrix properties, to construct hash centers with maximum mutual
Hamming distance. A Hadamard matrix is a square matrix of size K with
values +1 or -1 and whose rows are mutually orthogonal. The limitation of
this approach is that K needs to be a power of 2. To overcome this limitation
the second approach proposed to generate hash centers by randomly sampling
each center vector from a Bernoulli distribution. The training data samples
and labels are then associated with hash centers generated to get the semantic
hash centers. For single-label data, one hash center is associated with a single
category. For multi-label data, a centroid of the hash centers associated with
the category is considered as the semantic hash center. CSQ then optimizes the
central similarity objective (obtained by maximizing the logarithm posterior of the hash codes with respect to the semantic hash centers) and the quantization loss (using the bi-modal Laplacian prior for quantization proposed by Zhu et. al [62]).

- **Lucene Image Retrieval:** Lucene Image Retrieval (LIRE) [63] is an open-source lightweight Java library for content-based image retrieval. LIRE extracts Color histograms, Fuzzy color and texture histograms [4], correlograms [64], MPEG-7 descriptors [65], textural features corresponding to human visual perception [66], and Color and Edge Directivity Descriptor features [67]. The image features extracted are indexed using Lucene\(^1\), an open-source search engine library written in Java. LIRE leverages the efficient and fast disk access features of Lucene for quick retrieval. The image features extracted from a query image are sequentially compared against the indexed database image features to return the top-\(k\) matches.

### 3.2 Video Retrieval

Early video retrieval techniques, similar to image retrieval techniques, extracted hand-crafted features from video frames to derive a representation over which a similarity metric could be applied to retrieve relevant videos. Wu et al. [68] used signatures derived from color histograms. Huang et al. [69] used color histograms, textures, color and shape signatures, and reference points to construct a one-dimensional representation. Motivated by the performance of CNN-based descriptors for image clas-

\(^1\)https://lucene.apache.org
sification and retrieval, there have been numerous techniques proposed that relied on CNN for extracting video frame features which were then aggregated. Revaud et al. [70] used properties of circulant matrices on features extracted using a CNN to encode frames. Gao et al. [71] proposed a framework to create compact video representations extracted from CNNs applied on image features to capture temporal correlations. Kordopatis-Zilos et al. [72, 73, 74, 11] aggregated the keyframe features from intermediate CNN layers to learn the video representation.

More recently, self-supervised video representation learning has garnered a lot of interest. Han et al. [75] proposed the Dense Predictive Coding framework that learns encoding video blocks of an equal number of frames by predicting the next set of video blocks. Kuang et al. [76] explored contrastive learning, a self-supervised machine learning technique that involves using pairs of similar and augmented dissimilar images to learn high-level features with videos. They proposed a video-level contrastive learning framework to formulate positive and negative pairs.

With image hashing methods have shown promising results in content-based image retrieval, video hashing techniques have been extensively studied. Several efficient hashing techniques have since then been proposed. Song et al. [77] proposed Multiple Feature Hashing that learns a group of hash functions for extracting global and local features that map the vital video frames into the Hamming space. Cao et al. [78] proposed a hashing framework that combined hashing and feature pooling for powerful search. The hashes were obtained from heterogeneous hash codes and stored in a hash table to speed up the search. While these techniques looked at videos as a set of image frames, Ye et al. [79] proposed a method to transform high-dimensional data into compact binary hash codes by accounting for the spatiotemporal information
embedded in a video. Liong et al. [80] fused the temporal information across different frames within a video to learn its feature representation. Gu et al. [81] proposed Supervised Recurrent Hashing (SRH). Raw frame representations obtained from a CNN were fed to an LSTM, max-pooling, and fully connected layer to attain the fixed-length hash codes. For reducing the feature size to support massive video databases, Zhuang et al. [82] proposed using a differential LSTM (DLSTM) [83] for modeling videos. They extract one video segment to generate a highly compact fixed-length representation of the original video. Qin et al. [84] proposed Disaggregation Hashing. A high-dimensional feature vector is split into different groups by applying a form of k-means clustering. Different hash functions are then applied over the groups to obtain a binary code. Yuan et al. [10] proposed a new global similarity metric termed central similarity that leverages Hadamard matrix and Bernoulli distributions to ground similar video pairs. Zhang et al. [85] proposed Self-Supervised Temporal Hashing aimed at hashing videos into short binary codes for efficient search and retrieval.

RNNs have also been widely used to model relationships among the frames of a video. Li et al. [86] used RNNs to generate binary codes that captured the spatial-temporal structure of a video. Srivastava et al. [87] used LSTMs to learn representations of video sequences to achieve promising results. Feng et al. [88] used LSTMs to find tubelets in reference videos that semantically corresponded to a query video.

We now describe in detail some of the most recent techniques for video retrieval. We later use them for evaluation in Section 7.

**Distill-and-Select:** Kordopatis-Zilos proposed a Knowledge Distillation framework called Distill-and-Select (DnS) [11]. Knowledge Distillation refers to the
idea of model compression. It generalizes the knowledge learned from a larger neural network (called a teacher) to train another smaller neural network (called a student). Unlike traditional content-based video retrieval techniques, by using Knowledge Distillation, DnS can attain high retrieval performance while maintaining computational efficiency. The DnS framework consists of three networks: a coarse-grained student network, a fine-grained student network, and a selection network. The coarse-grained student network provides fast retrieval but has low performance. The fine-grained student network offers high performance but is computationally expensive. The selection network balances performance and efficiency by computing the fine-grained student network feature similarity of only a required set of video pairs. At the time of indexing, given a video database, the features from the three networks are obtained and stored. During retrieval, given a query video, the features from the three networks are first extracted. The dot product of the coarse-grained features of the query and database videos are then computed. The selector network then decides whether the query-target feature pairs need to be re-ranked by the fine-grained student networks. The tensor dot of the query-target feature pairs is computed followed by the Chamfer distance. The output frame-frame similarity matrix is passed through a Video comparator (a CNN module capable of capturing temporal patterns) to calculate video-video similarity. Finally, Chamfer distance is computed to obtain the resultant query-target video-video similarity. Two fine-grained student networks were proposed that used the ViSil Architecture [74]. The first add more trainable parameters to the original architecture for better performance, while the second uses a Binarization function to hash features into
Hamming space to attain space efficiency. **Central Similarity Quantization** for Efficient Image and Video Retrieval: Yuan et. al proposed Central Similarity Quantization (CSQ) [10], described in detail in section 3.1. For video retrieval, to retain temporal information videos are hashed using 3D CNNs [89]. The training data videos and labels are then associated with hash centers generated to further obtain the semantic hash centers. Videos having the same center as the query video are considered to be a match.
Chapter 4

Motivation

We see in Chapter 3 that, with the advances in CNNs, various techniques have been proposed over the years that leverage features from CNNs for accurate image retrieval. While many techniques achieve state-of-the-art results, they were tested on datasets that contain objects such as buildings, scenic views, and landmarks, such as the Oxford Dataset [39], the Paris Dataset [40], the INRIA Dataset [90], the Google Landmarks Dataset [91], etc. Images containing everyday scenes with common objects are quite different from the images used previously as they contain objects both in the foreground and in the background. In such an image, certain objects become the main focus of the image and dominate its context. Based on our experiments using the MS COCO dataset, we observed that the techniques based on CNN-based features failed to precisely capture the main aspect of such an image leading to false

\[1\]https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/data/oxbuildings/
\[2\]https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/data/parisbuildings/
\[3\]https://project.inria.fr/aerialimagelabeling/
\[4\]https://github.com/cvdfoundation/google-landmark
Figure 4.1: Query images and false positives output by CNN based techniques
positives in many cases. For example, for the query image in Figure 4.1(a), while DELF returned an image of a kitchen (Figure 4.1(b)), neither was there anyone cooking nor were any people in it. For the query image in Figure 4.1(c), FR-CNN returned an image (Figure 4.1(d)) that contained a person posed in a manner similar to the query image, but was a baseball player instead of a skater. For the query image in Figure 4.1(e), CroW returned an image (Figure 4.1(f)) of a room with daylight but missed out on the people that were present in the query image. Finally, for the query image in Figure 4.1(g), DIR returned an image (Figure 4.1(h)) of a restaurant kiosk similar to the query image but misses out on a person with a tie.

We emphasize that human cognition can capture the key essence of an image and describe it aptly via a caption. Through a caption, certain objects and regions in an image that do not contribute to understanding the main context of the image could be ignored. We posit that through an accurate image captioning system, we can aptly describe images containing everyday scenes with common objects using a caption. Hence an image retrieval system based on automatically generated captions of images could outperform CNN-based features for accurately retrieving these images. This motivated us to design a new approach called QIK that can provide superior image retrieval performance than its competitors for images containing everyday scenes. QIK moves away from traditional CNN-based features and instead uses predictions made by deep learning networks designed for image understanding tasks. It uses the predictions made by these models to probabilistically understand an image in a novel fashion to generate its PIU. It synergistically combines this understanding with modern NLP techniques to enable efficient and accurate large-scale image retrieval.

A video is a sequence of images called frames. We also posit that an image retrieval
system, that could accurately fetch images with everyday scenes, could be leveraged to retrieve frames of a video that is relevant to the query. To enable accurate video retrieval, the temporal nature of a video can be leveraged by the system by ensuring an ordering in the sequence of frames retrieved. Hence, through this dissertation, we propose a system called QIK (Querying Images Using Contextual Knowledge) for large-scale image and video retrieval, with everyday scenes containing common objects, by synergistically combining PIUs and NLP.
Chapter 5

Design

In this chapter, we describe our proposed design for QIK. Our design is motivated by the fact that techniques that use CNN-based features fail to fetch precise matches when images comprise of everyday scenes with common objects.

5.1 QIK Architecture

Figure 5.1 shows the architecture of QIK. The three main components of the QIK architecture are Indexer, Query Processor, and Video Processor. In sections 5.1.1 through 5.1.3, we provide an overview of each of these components.

5.1.1 Indexer

Given an image repository, the Indexer performs a linguistic analysis using state-of-the-art deep learning models for image captioning and object detection to generate
Figure 5.1: Architecture of QIK
PIUs for each image. The PIU constructed for an image contains the most probable captions and objects detected in that image. With the help of the captions and objects detected, we can accurately capture the context of everyday scenes and learn the relationships between objects in them. For each image caption, the Indexer constructs a sentence parse tree and a dependency tree [4]. The entire collection of trees, which are ordered trees, are represented in XML [13]. XML is the appropriate choice as it preserves the ordering. The XML documents are stored and indexed using an XML database system. The other contents of the PIUs (i.e., detected objects, probability scores for captions generated and objects detected, etc.) are also indexed. To enable fast generation of similar image queries, the Indexer constructs word embeddings by training on the image captions using word2vec [28]. The Indexer maintains Bloom filters for each POS tags such as VBG, NN, JJ, and others in order to quickly test which words appear under these tags for all the image captions in the repository. Using Bloom filters allows the Indexer to search an element within the collection in constant time.

5.1.2 Query Processor

The Query Processor uses image captions or detected objects to retrieve and present the user with a precise set of images. In the first case, given a query image, the Query Processor generates the most probable caption (using the same image captioning model) and the associated parse tree and dependency tree. After removing the prepositions, determiners, conjunctions, etc., in the parse tree, the Query Processor processes it to generate an optimized XPath query [14] containing only essential key-words in the caption while at the same time, preserving the ordering between these
keywords and their relationships. After executing the XPath query on the XML documents, a set of candidate images are retrieved. As the database system does not incorporate a ranking mechanism while returning a set of candidate images, the next step performed by the Query Processor is ranking. In order to rank and return the top-$k$ relevant images, the Query Processor leverages the tree edit distance [17] metric. The tree edit distances between a candidate image caption’s parse tree (or dependency tree) and the parse tree (or dependency tree) of the query image’s caption is computed. The candidate images are then ranked in increasing order of the computed tree edit distance, and the top-$k$ matches are returned.

In the second case, given a query image, the Query Processor detects objects in an image (using an object detection model) with a probability greater than a user-configured threshold. A set of candidate images that contain any of the objects that were detected in the query image are retrieved. A score is assigned to each candidate image based on the combined probability scores of those objects that are detected in the candidate image which are also present in the query image. The candidate images are then ranked in decreasing order of this score, and the top-$k$ matches are returned.

To suggest similar image queries for a query image, the Query Processor generates different XPath queries, using the optimized XPath query, by replacing the XPath text nodes with similar words. To obtain words similar to a given word, its nearest neighbors are computed using word embeddings constructed on image captions. This can lead to an exponential number of possibilities. Hence, we limit them to a user-configured threshold. Bloom filters are then checked based on the XML element name enclosing the word to ensure that replacing a word with a similar word will yield an XPath query that produces a non-empty result. Note that this process uses only the
filtering step but not the ranking step.

5.1.3 Video Processor

Given a video repository, the Video Processor extracts the key scenes contained in a video. For each scene extracted by the Video Processor, PIUs are generated by the Indexer (as described in section 5.1.1). The collection of PIUs generated are represented as XML documents and stored and indexed using an XML database system. For a query video, the Video Processor identifies the key scenes and sends them over to the Query Processor for further processing. The Query Processor uses the image captions generated for each scene and performs linguistic analysis to return a set of candidate scenes and videos (as described in section 5.1.2). The Video Processor ranks the candidate videos returned by the Query Processor based on the number of candidate scenes that match the query scenes. The candidate videos are ranked in an increasing order of scene matches, and the top-\(k\) matches are returned.

5.2 Image PIU Generation

QIK generates PIUs for each image in the image repository by leveraging the predictions made by deep neural networks developed for image understanding tasks. For generating image captions, each image is passed through a pre-trained image captioning model to output the most probable captions. The captions predicted depict the relationship between objects present in an image and accurately capture the context of that image. In addition to it, each image is also passed through a pre-trained object detection model to identify the most probable objects in the image (with a
probability score exceeding a user-configured threshold). Along with the other attributes, the bounding boxes obtained from the object detection model, probability scores output by the models, etc. can also be stored as part of the image’s PIU. The PIU generated from different models are queried together during image retrieval.

Algorithm 1: IndexPIU(img)

Input: img denotes an image in the database

1. Predict the most probable captions $C$ of $img$
2. Predict the most probable objects $O$ in $img$ with probability greater than a
   user-defined threshold

3. for each caption $c \in C$ do
    4. Generate the parse tree $p$ for $c$
    5. Generate the dependency tree $d$ for $c$
    6. Represent $p$ in XML
    7. Represent $d$ in XML
    8. Store and index the XML documents in the database system
   end for

10. for each object $o \in O$ do
    11. Represent $o$ as a JSON record containing the probability of $o$
    12. Store and index the JSON record in the database system
   end for

Algorithm 1 outlines the steps involved in generating, analyzing, and indexing the PIUs by the QIK Indexer. For each image in the repository, the most probable captions are generated and their parse and dependency trees are constructed and stored in an XML database. The objects detected in the image with a probability
greater than a user-specified threshold are also indexed.

![Figure 5.2: An example image](image-url)

Let us now look in detail at how QIK generates the PIU an image and performs linguistic analysis of the PIU for indexing using an example. Consider the image shown in Figure 5.2. We first pass the image through an image captioning model. Out of the three captions produced by an image captioning model, we choose the caption with the highest probability score (a.k.a the most probable caption). The most probable caption is “a young boy kicking a soccer ball on a field.” Suppose an object detection model identifies two objects with probabilities greater than 0.9. Suppose these two objects are “soccer ball” and “person”. Together, they constitute the PIU of the image.

Linguistic analysis of the image PIUs are performed by the QIK indexer using state-of-the-art NLP techniques. Each image captions are analyzed linguistically to constructs its sentence parse tree and dependency tree. A parse tree represents the structure of the sentence/phrase based on the grammar rules by identifying tokens denoting noun phrases, nouns, verb phrases, verbs, adjectives, determiners, preposi-
tions, etc., in the sentence/phrase. These tokens are based on parts-of-speech (POS) tagging in computational linguistics [4]. A dependency tree on the other hand provides a representation of how words in a sentence/phrase are connected by syntactic dependencies [4].

Consider the most probable caption obtained for the image shown in Figure 5.2: “a young boy kicking a soccer ball on a field.” Figure 5.3 shows the parse tree of the caption output by the Stanford Parser [92]. Figure 5.5 shows the corresponding dependency tree output by the Stanford Parser [93]. Figure 5.4 shows the XML
document for the parse tree in Figure 5.3. The leaf nodes of the parse tree are represented as text nodes in XML. The dependency tree is also represented similarly in Figure 5.6. However, the leaf nodes are treated as XML elements.

![Dependency tree](image)

**Figure 5.5: Dependency tree**

```xml
<boy><a/><young/><kicking><ball><a/><soccer/></ball><field><on/><a/></field></kicking></boy>
```

**Figure 5.6: Dependency tree XML representation**

XML is the appropriate choice for persisting and querying over the parse and dependency trees constructed as an XML representation preserves the ordering between the nodes of the tree nodes. While the other contents of the PIU (detected objects, their bounding boxes, etc.) could be stored, indexed, and retrieved using an XML database, it is beneficial to store as a JSON and queried using a JSON database. This is because storing them as key-value pairs would consume less storage space compared to storing them as an XML. Thus, QIK is designed to be a generic framework that can accommodate multiple image understanding models for many information retrieval tasks. Both the JSON and XML documents representing the PIUs are stored and indexed to enable fast query processing.
5.3 Retrieval Using Captions in PIUs

In this section, we see how the QIK Query Processor processes a query image using image captions and returns the top-$k$ relevant matches to the user.

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{RetrieveImages($k$, $img_q$)}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\State \textbf{Input}: $k$ denotes the maximum number of matches to return
\State \textbf{Input}: $img_q$ denotes the query image
\State 1 Predict the most probable caption $C$ for $img_q$
\State 2 Predict the most probable objects $O$ in $img_q$
\State 3 $q ← \text{GenerateBasicXPath}(C)$
\State 4 $q' ← \text{GenerateOptimizedXPath}(q)$
\State 5 Generate a query $q''$ for $O$
\State 6 Execute $q'$ on the XML database to obtain set of image IDs
\State 7 Execute $q''$ on the JSON database to obtain set of image IDs
\State 8 Compute the intersection of the above two sets to obtain the candidate images
\For {each candidate image $img_c$}
\State Compute tree edit distance between the parse tree (or dependency tree) of the caption of $img_c$ and the parse tree (or dependency tree) of the caption $C$
\EndFor
\State Sort (in ascending order) the candidate images based on the computed tree edit distance values
\State \textbf{return} top-$k$ matches
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}
Algorithm 2 outlines the overall steps during image retrieval. Given a query image, its captions are first predicted using the same pre-trained image captioning model that was used during indexing. The most probable objects with probability greater than a user-defined threshold are also predicted. A basic XPath query is constructed for the predicted caption by invoking Algorithm 3. This query is optimized further by invoking Algorithm 4 to generate an optimized XPath query. The optimized XPath query is executed on the XML database to obtain an initial set of candidate images. In addition, a query comprising of the objects detected is generated and executed on a JSON database to retrieve another set of candidate images. An intersection of the two sets gives us the final set of candidate images. These images would contain all objects that are present in the query image as well as match the criteria specified by the XPath query constructed from the captions. The tree edit distance between the parse trees (or dependency trees) of the candidate and query image pairs is computed. The candidate images are then sorted in ascending order of the computed tree edit distance values to return the top-k matches to the user.

Next, we discuss how a basic XPath query is constructed for a given caption (Algorithm 3) and how it is optimized (Algorithm 4) for efficient retrieval. In Algorithm 3, a query caption is first parsed into its parse tree. The tree is pruned to remove non-essential keywords such as “on”, “a”, “in”, and others (Line 2). By clearing the tree of prepositions, determiners, conjunctions, etc., we reduce the size of the tree without losing out on the relationship between the objects, hence preserving the knowledge of the context of that image. The pruned tree is traversed in a preorder fashion (Lines 3-16) to output the basic XPath query containing XPath axes such as child, following, and following-sibling.
Algorithm 3: GenerateBasicXPath(C)

Input : $C$ denotes the image caption

Output: An XPath expression

1. Let $D$ denote the parse tree of $C$
2. Prune $D$ by removing subtrees rooted at POS tags such as DT, IN, and other non-essential keywords

3. for each node $n$ in preorder traversal of $D$ do
   4. Let $t$ denote node label of $n$
   5. if $n$ is the root node of $D$ then
      6. $q \leftarrow /child::t$
   7. else if $n$ is child of the previous node (in preorder) then
      8. Append $/child::t$ to $q$
   9. else if $n$ is a sibling of the previous node (in preorder) then
      10. Append $/following-sibling::t$ to $q$
   11. else if $n$ is a leaf node then
      12. Append $[text()="t"]$ to $q$
   13. else
   14. Append $/following::t$ to $q$
   15. end if
4. end for

Let us consider the caption predicated for image in Figure 5.2 “a young boy kicking a soccer ball on a field.” A parse tree is constructed as shown in Figure 5.3. Algorithm 3 produces the basic XPath query as shown in Figure 5.7.

From the basic XPath query, an optimized query is generated following Algo-
Algorithm 4. A variable leadingAxis is defined that tracks the axis encountered. The XPath query is traversed from left-to-right, one axis-node pair at a time. When the axis is one of following or following-sibling, the leadingAxis is replaced with that axis (Lines 14 - 15). Each time a node containing a predicate is encountered, an XPath axis and node name are appended to the optimized query (Lines 3 - 11). The axis type is following, if the leadingAxis is following or following-sibling (i.e. The axis type depends on the sequence of axes encountered since the previous node with a predicate) (Lines 4 - 7). When only one axis appears (e.g., child, following, following-sibling) since the previous node with a predicate (e.g., an adjective and its noun), it is replaced by that axis (Line 9). The child axes without a predicate are ignored (Lines 12 - 13). The first axis of the generated query (child) is replaced finally by descendant (Line 21). The main idea behind generating an optimized XPath query is to replace a sequence of XPath axes with a single axis that still specifies the same constraint on the keywords as the original query while reducing the length of the XPath query in terms of the number of nodes and axes. Algorithm 4 transforms the basic XPath query shown in Figure 5.7 into an optimized XPath query (Figure 5.8).

To summarize, Algorithm 2 comprises of a filtering step (Lines 1 - 8) and a re-
Algorithm 4: GenerateOptimizedXPath(q)

Input : $q$ denotes an input XPath expression

Output: Optimized XPath expression

1. $q' \leftarrow NULL$; $leadingAxis \leftarrow NULL$

2. for each axis $x$ and node $n$ in $q$ (from left-to-right) do

   3. if $n$ has predicate $p$ then

      4. if $leadingAxis$ is following then

         5. Append $/following::n[p]$ to $q'$

      6. else if $leadingAxis$ is following-sibling then

         7. Append $/following::n[p]$ to $q'$

      8. else

         9. Append $/x::n[p]$ to $q'$

      10. end if

      11. $leadingAxis \leftarrow NULL$

   12. else if $x$ is child then

      13. continue

   14. else if $x$ is following::sibling or following then

      15. $leadingAxis \leftarrow x$

   16. else

      17. print(“Invalid axis”)

      18. return $NULL$

   19. end if

20. end for

21. Replace the first axis in $q'$ with descendant

22. return $q'$
ranking step (Lines 9 - 12). During the filtering step, linguistic analysis is performed on the query images caption to construct an optimized XPath query which is further executed on the XML database to obtain a set of candidates. During the ranking step, the candidate images obtained are ranked in an increasing order of the tree edit distance between the parse tree of the candidate image’s caption and the parse tree of the query image’s caption to return the top-$k$ matches.

Figure 5.9 illustrates the execution plan following the above steps for another query image.

5.4 Retrieval Using Detected Objects

In this section, we show how QIK processes a query image using the objects detected in them to return the top-$k$ relevant matches to a user.

Algorithm 5 sketches the overall steps for retrieving objects using detected objects. For a given query image, all objects contained in them are detected using an object detection model. Then a Boolean $AND$ query is constructed using those objects that have a probability value greater than a user-specified threshold. The JSON database is then queried to fetch all the candidate images that contain every object in the query. Candidate images are ranked based on the sum of the product of the probabilities of the selected objects in the candidate image and the query image. Finally, the images
Figure 5.9: Execution plan

(a) Parse Tree Representation

(b) Similar XPath Queries
Algorithm 5: RetrieveImagesObj\( (k, \text{img}_q) \)

**Input:** \( k \) denotes the maximum number of matches to return

**Output:** \( \text{img}_q \) denotes the query image

1. Let \( O = \{(o_1, p_1), (o_2, p_2), \ldots, (o_n, p_n)\} \) denote the most probable objects and their probabilities in \( \text{img}_q \) such that \( p_i \) is greater than a user-specified threshold

2. Generate a query \( q \) to specify a Boolean AND of the objects \( o_1, o_2, \ldots, o_n \)

3. Execute \( q \) on the JSON database to obtain set of image IDs along with the probabilities of the objects in each candidate image

4. for each candidate image \( \text{img}_c \) do

5. Let \( O_c = \{(o_1, r_1), (o_2, r_2), \ldots, (o_n, r_n)\} \) denote the matched objects and their probabilities in the candidate image

6. score(\( \text{img}_c \)) = \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i \times r_i \)

7. end for

8. Sort (in descending order) the candidate images based on their scores

9. return top-\( k \) matches

are sorted in descending order by their scores, and the top-\( k \) results are returned. Algorithm 5 also comprises of the filtering step (Lines 1 - 3) wherein objects are detected to form a query in order to obtain a set of candidate images and a ranking step (Lines 4 - 8) where the candidate images are ranked based on the score computed from the object detection probability values.
Algorithm 6: IndexPIU(video)

Input: video denotes a video in the database

1. Extract the key scenes $\text{scenes}_{\text{video}}$ of video

2. for each $\text{scene} \in \text{scenes}_{\text{video}}$ do

3. Predict the most probable caption $c$ of $\text{scene}$

4. Generate the parse tree $p$ for $c$

5. Generate the dependency tree $d$ for $c$

6. Represent $p$ in XML

7. Represent $d$ in XML

8. Store and index the XML documents along with in the database system

end for

5.5 Video PIU Generation

QIK extends PIUs generation to videos by identifying and extracting key frames from them. Given a video repository, key frames are identified for each video, and PIUs are generated by leveraging the predictions made by deep neural networks developed for image understanding tasks. The most probable captions are predicted for each frame using an image captioning model that constitutes the PIUs for that frame. The key frame PIUs together form the PIU of the video. The PIUs of the key frames are further analyzed linguistically by constructing the parse trees and dependency trees of the captions. The parse trees and dependency trees obtained are represented as an XML. The XML documents are stored and indexed in a database system. The sets of steps involved in generating a PIU for a video is listed under Algorithm 6.

For example, consider a video represented as a sequence of frames as shown in Fig-
Figure 5.10: An example video

(a)  

(b)  

Figure 5.11: Example key frames

Figure 5.12: Example parse tree representations
Figure 5.10. The key frames are identified and and most probable captions are obtained. The key frames extracted for the query video are shown in Figures 5.11a and 5.11b. The captions produced for these frames by an image captioning model are “a car is parked on the side of the road” and “a woman standing next to a parked car”. The captions constitute the PIUs of key frames. Together they form the PIU of the given video. The most probable captions for each frame are analysed linguistically analysed by the Query processor. For each captions a parse trees (seen in Figures 5.12a and 5.12b) and dependency trees (seen in Figures 5.13a and 5.13a) are constructed. The constructed parse trees and dependency trees are represented as as XML (seen in Figures 5.14 and 5.15) and stored and indexed in an XML database system.

5.6 Video Retrieval Using PIUs

In this section, we show how QIK processes a query video to return the top-k relevant matches to the user.

Algorithm 7 outlines the overall steps involved in video retrieval. Given a query
video, the key frames are first identified (Line 1). For each of the identified key frames, a caption is predicted using the same pre-trained image captioning model that was used during indexing. A basic XPath query is generated using Algorithm 3. The query is optimized further by invoking Algorithm 4. The optimized XPath query is executed on the database to obtain a set of frames of qualifying videos IDs (Lines 2 - 8).

Figure 5.14: Parse tree XML representations

Figure 5.15: Dependency tree XML representations
Figure 5.16
Algorithm 7: RetrieveVideos($k, video_q$)

**Input:** $k$ denotes the maximum number of matches to return

**Input:** $video_q$ denotes the query video

1. Extract the key frames from $video_q$

2. **for each query frame** $frame_q$ **do**
   3. Predict the most probable caption $C$ for $frame_q$
   4. $q' ← GenerateBasicXPath(C)$
   5. $q'' ← GenerateOptimizedXPath(q)$
   6. Execute $q'$ on the XML database to obtain candidate frames
   7. Execute $q''$ on the JSON database to obtain candidate frames

8. **end for**

9. $sceneDictionary ← NULL$

10. **for each frame ID** $frameID$ **do**

11.  **for each video ID** $videoID$ **do**

12.   **if** $videoID$ is present in $sceneDictionary$ **then**

13.      Append $frameID$ to $sceneDictionary[videoID]$

14.   **else**

15.      $sceneDictionary[videoID] ← frameID$

16.   **end**

17. **end for**

18. **end for**

19. $RankCandidateVideos(video_q, sceneDictionary)$

20. **return** top-$k$ matches
Consider the video represented shown in Figure 5.10. The key frames are extracted and passed through the Query Processor to return a set of candidate frames. The set of candidate frames for each query frame is shown in Figure 5.16. From the frames returned by the Query Processor, the frames corresponding to the same video are grouped together (Lines 9-18), as seen in Figure 5.17.

After retrieving all sets of frames IDs and videos IDs, they are grouped based on query frame IDs (Lines 9-18). The candidate videos are further ranked to return the top-\(k\) matches to the user.

5.7 Candidate Video Ranking

Next, we discuss the details of the ranking step performed during video retrieval (Line 19, Algorithm 7). We propose four different ranking procedures detailed below that illustrates the significance of frame ordering and preserving the ordering between essential keywords in captions and their relationships.

5.7.1 Ranking Based on Matching Frames

In this approach, listed in Algorithm 8, we score each candidate video based on the number of frames that match the query video frames. The candidate videos are ranked in decreasing order of their scores to return the top-\(k\) matches to the user.

For example, in Figure 5.17, the number of matching frames for the candidate videos 1, 2, and 3 are 2, 1, and 3, respectively. Hence the scores assigned to the candidate videos are 2, 1, and 2, respectively. Sorting the candidate videos in decreasing order of the scores ranks candidate videos 3 the first, followed by candidate video 1
Algorithm 8: RankCandidateVideos($video_q$, $sceneDictionary$)

**Input:** $video_q$ denotes the query video

**Input:** $sceneDictionary$ denotes the candidate frame grouping order

1. for each candidate video $video_c$ do
2. \hspace{1em} score ← $\text{len}(sceneDictionary[video_c])$
3. end for
4. Sort the candidate videos based on $score$ (in descending order)

and candidate video 2.

5.7.2 Ranking based on the Longest Common Subsequence of Frames

Algorithm 9: RankCandidateVideos($video_q$, $sceneDictionary$)

**Input:** $video_q$ denotes the query video

**Input:** $sceneDictionary$ denotes the candidate frame grouping order

1. for each candidate video $video_c$ do
2. \hspace{1em} Let $\text{scenes}_{lcs}$ denote the Longest Common Subsequence of scenes within the candidate and query scene sequences
3. \hspace{1em} $score_{lcs} ← \text{length}(\text{scenes}_{lcs})$
4. end for
5. Sort the candidate videos based on $score_{lcs}$ (in descending order)

We now take into account ordering of the frames. For each candidate video, we first compute the Longest Common Subsequence of frames within the candidate frame sequences that match the query frame sequences. They are then assigned a score based
on the length of the Longest Common Subsequence. Finally, the candidate videos are ranked in decreasing order of their scores to return the top-$k$ matches to the user. Algorithm 9 lists the steps involved in this approach.

For example, in Figure 5.17, the length of the Longest Common Subsequence of frames for the candidate videos 1, 2, and 3 are 2, 1, and 1, respectively. Sorting the candidate videos in decreasing order of the scores ranks candidate video 1 the first, followed by candidate videos 2 and 3.

5.7.3 Ranking based on the Longest Common Subsequence of Frames and Caption Tree Edit Distances

In this approach, in addition to taking into account the ordering of the frames, we also consider the ordering between essential keywords in captions and their relationships. Algorithm 10 lists the steps involved in this approach. For each candidate video, we first compute the Longest Common Subsequence of frames within the candidate frame sequences that match the query frame sequences. Let this length be represented as $score_{lcs}$ (Lines 3-4). Next, from amongst the longest subsequence, we compute the tree edit distance between the parse tree (or dependency tree) representation of the frame caption and the query caption to obtain $score_{ted}$ (Lines 5-7). We rank the candidate videos in decreasing order of the length of the longest common subsequences of frames and increasing order of the tree edit distance computed to return the top-$k$ matches to the user.

For example, in Figure 5.17, the length of the longest common subsequences of frames ($score_{lcs}$) for the candidate videos 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 5.17 are 2, 1, and 1, respectively. The tree edit distances computed with the parse tree representation
Algorithm 10: RankCandidateVideos($video_q$, $sceneDictionary$)

Input: $video_q$ denotes the query video

Input: $sceneDictionary$ denotes the candidate frame grouping order

1 for each candidate video $video_c$ do
2     $score_{ted} \leftarrow 0$
3     Let $scenes_{lcs}$ denote the Longest Common Subsequence of scenes within
4     the candidate and query scene sequences
5     $score_{lcs} \leftarrow \text{length}(scenes_{lcs})$
6     for each candidate scene $scene_{cand}$ and query scene $scene_q$ in $scenes_{lcs}$ do
7         Compute tree edit distance between the parse tree (or dependency
8             tree) of the caption of $scene_{cand}$ and the parse tree (or dependency
9             tree) of the caption $scene_q$
10        $score_{ted} \leftarrow \frac{1}{1+candidate_{ted}}$
11     end for
12 end for
13 Sort the candidate videos based on $score_{lcs}$ and $score_{ted}$ (in descending order)

of the frame captions for the candidate videos 1, 2, and 3 (seen in Figure 5.16) are
0.2, 0.2, and 0.1, respectively. Ranking the candidate videos in decreasing order of
the length of the longest common subsequences of frames makes candidate video 1,
with $score_{lcs}$ as 2 to be ranked first, followed by candidate videos 2 and 3 each with
score$_{lcs}$ 1. And, ranking based on the $score_{ted}$ computed re-ranks candidate videos 2
and 3.
5.7.4 Ranking based on Scene Matching, Longest Common Subsequence of Frames and Caption Tree Edit Distances

Algorithm 11: RankCandidateVideos($video_q$, sceneDictionary)

| Input: $video_q$ denotes the query video |
| Input: sceneDictionary denotes the candidate frame grouping order |

1. for each candidate video $video_c$ do
2. 
3. score $\leftarrow$ len(sceneDictionary[$video_c$])
4. score$_{ted}$ $\leftarrow$ 0
5. Let scenes$_{lcs}$ denote the Longest Common Subsequence of scenes within the candidate and query scene sequences
6. for each candidate scene $scene_cand$ and query scene $scene_q$ in scenes$_{lcs}$ do
7. 
8. Compute tree edit distance between the parse tree (or dependency tree) of the caption of $scene_cand$ and the parse tree (or dependency tree) of the caption $scene_q$
9. score$_{ted}$ $\leftarrow$ score$_{ted}$ + $\frac{1}{1+candidate_{ted}}$
10. end for
11. end for
12. Sort the candidate videos based on score$_{ted}$ and score (in descending order)

In this approach, each candidate videos are scored based on the number of frames that match the query video frames, represented (Line 2). Further, the Longest Common Subsequence of frames within the candidate frame sequences that match the query frame sequences are computed. Let this length be represented as score$_{lcs}$ (Lines 4). From amongst the longest subsequence, we compute the tree edit distance
between the parse tree (or dependency tree) representation of the frame caption and the query caption to obtain \( \text{score}_{\text{ted}} \) (Lines 5-7). Finally, we rank the candidate videos in increasing order of the tree edit distance computed and in decreasing order of the number of matching frames to return the top-\( k \) matches to the user.

For example, in Figure 5.17, as seen earlier, the number of matching frames for the candidate videos 1, 2, and 3 are 2, 1, and 2, respectively. The length of the longest common subsequences of frames (\( \text{score}_{\text{lcs}} \)) for the candidate videos 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 5.17 are 2, 1, and 1, respectively. The tree edit distance computed with the parse tree representation of the frame captions for the candidate videos 1, 2, and 65
3 are 0.2, 0.2, and 0.1, respectively. Ranking the candidate videos in decreasing order of \( score_{ted} \) ranks candidate videos 1 and 2 the first, followed by candidate video 3. Candidate videos 1 and 2, having the same ranks, are further re-ranked on \( score \) to rank Candidate video 1 over 2.

The key idea is to rank those candidate videos that match the order of events in the query video higher up amongst the other candidates. And, amongst the candidate videos having the same order of events, we re-rank them based on the similarity of the query frame captions, essentially ranking those videos with frames that are the most similar to the query frame higher.

To summarize, given a query video, key frames are extracted. The most probable captions for each frame are analysed linguistically analysed by the Query processor to construct parse tree representations. The parse trees are then transformed to a
basic XPath query and further pruned to obtain an optimized XPath query. The optimized XPath queries are aggregated and executed on the database to retrieve a set of frames, corresponding to a set of candidate videos. Finally the candidate videos are ranked based on a combination of the number of matching frames retrieved for the query frame captions, the longest common subsequence of frame matches, and the tree edit distance between the candidate and query frame captions, to return the top-$k$ matches to the user. Figures 5.18 and 5.19 illustrate the execution following the above steps for the query video.
Chapter 6

Implementation

In this chapter, we describe in detail, the implementation details of QIK.

QIK Indexer was primarily written in Java and compiled using Java 1.8\(^1\). Java was the language of choice as it is perfect for developing large-scale web applications that are distributed over a large number of systems. Java also enables easy connectivity to database systems via Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) Application Programming Interface (API)\(^2\) making it the most ideal candidate. The parse trees and dependency trees for captions were generated using the Stanford Parser package\(^3\) (version 3.9.2). The compiled application was deployed as a web service on Apache Tomcat 9.0.20\(^4\), a popular web server and servlet container for Java applications.

XML data was stored and indexed using BaseX [94](version 9.2\(^5\)). BaseX is an open-source high-performance XML database engine apt for enabling complex data-

\(^1\)https://www.java.com/en/
\(^2\)https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/guides/jdbc
\(^3\)https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
\(^4\)http://tomcat.apache.org/
\(^5\)https://files.basex.org/releases/9.2/
intensive web applications. It is lightweight and scalable, enabling storage, querying, and processing of large volumes of textual (XML, HTML, JSON, CSV, etc.) and binary data. It comes with a highly optimized XQuery 3.1 Processor with full support for W3C Update and Full-Text extensions. During ranking, QIK used the apted python package\(^6\) (version 1.0.3) for computing tree edit distance between the query image’s parse tree (or dependency tree) and the candidate image’s parse tree (or dependency tree). The apted package is an implementation of APTED [21, 22], a robust, main-memory approach for computing tree edit distance.

QIK Indexer and Query Processor used Show and Tell [31] and the ClipCap [33] models for generating captions of images. Show and Tell uses a CNN image encoder for recognizing the various objects and extracting visual features from an image. An LSTM RNN is then used to transform these features into sentences. We used a pre-trained Inception v3 model [41] used for initializing the parameters of the Show and Tell image encoder. The training was done for 3 million steps on the MS COCO dataset [9], containing 83K training images and 41K validation images. The accuracy of the model was further improved by executing the second round of training for 2 million steps to enable fine-tuning of the Inception v3 model. During fine-tuning, the visual features extracted by the CNNs and the vision and language networks are jointly trained on the human-generated captions made available with the MS COCO dataset. ClipCap combines CLIP [34] with GPT-2 [35] to generate image captions.

The model was trained on the Conceptual Captions [95] dataset consisting of 3.3 million images and their descriptions extracted from the web. During training, the images are passed through CLIP’s image encoder network. The output of this

\(^6\)https://pypi.org/project/apted/
network is mapped to the embedding space of GPT-2 by a mapping network that again comprises of a trained lightweight transformer network. At the time of inference, the image encodings output by CLIP are passed only through the mapping network to generate a prefix which is then used to predict the next words using beam search. For object detection, Faster-RCNN with NASNet-A image featurization [96] trained on MS COCO was used. Neural Architecture Search Network (NASNet) aims at finding an architectural building block using a small dataset and then transferring this to larger datasets by stacking multiple copies of these blocks. A NASNet model is capable of achieving state-of-the-art results while at the same time having a lower complexity due to its smaller model size.

To construct similar XPath queries, to enable intuitive exploration of the repository, the QIK Indexer maintained a Word2Vec [28] word embedding model. This model was trained on all the captions for the images in the repository. Bloom filters [24] were used for storing and testing the existence of the closest words obtained from the model. The QIK Indexer used the Bloom filter implementation provided by guava⁷, a set of core Java libraries from Google. The Indexer maintained separate Bloom filters for each POS tag. Together they enabled the fast generation of similar image queries.

PySceneDetect⁸ is a free and open-source software that can detect shot changes in a video and split them into separate clips. It provides a wide range of features such as splitting videos into scenes, detection and removal of commercials from PVR-saved video sources, video analytics, etc. It is packaged as a python library as well as a command-line tool. The QIK Video Processor used the scenedetect module

---

⁷https://github.com/google/guava
⁸https://pyscenedetect.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
of the command-line tool for identifying and extracting the key scenes from a video.

For video retrieval, the Indexer and Query Processor used ClipCap [33] for generating keyframe captions. ClipCap comprises of a CLIP image encoder to construct an image embedding. These embeddings are mapped to a language model (GPT-2) embedding space using a mapping network to generate a caption. We use a pre-trained ClipCap model trained on the Conceptual Captions [97] dataset. The Conceptual Captions dataset consists of 3.3 million images and their descriptions extracted from the web. The dataset has a variety of images and is not limited by a set of categories, unlike the MS-COCO dataset making it more appropriate for captioning keyframes extracted from videos. For obtaining the longest common subsequence of frames required for ranking candidate videos, QIK Video Processor used Machine Learning PYthon (mlpy) library. mlpy is a high-performance Python library primarily aimed at accelerating predictive modeling tasks. It is built on top of numpy and scipy and offers a wide range of machine learning methods for supervised and unsupervised learning.

The user interfaces for querying and navigating through the results were built using Python web development frameworks: Django and Flask. Python web development frameworks were considered due to the computationally intensive nature of the tasks involved. Compared to javascript based frameworks such as NodeJS, they offer the ability to leverage multiple threads required to speed up overall processing. A screenshot of QIK for image retrieval is shown in Figure 6.1. On the top right, we see the new images suggested, which are similar to the query image. By clicking on the suggested similar image queries, a user can intuitively explore the repository. The

---

10 [https://www.djangoproject.com/](https://www.djangoproject.com/)
11 [https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/2.0.x/](https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/2.0.x/)
12 [https://nodejs.org/en](https://nodejs.org/en)
QIK software is available publicly on GitHub\textsuperscript{13}.

\textsuperscript{13}https://github.com/MU-Data-Science/QIK
Figure 6.1: QIK user interface
Chapter 7

Evaluation

In this chapter, we report the performance evaluation of QIK for image and video retrieval tasks. We compare QIK against various state-of-the-art image and video retrieval techniques. We start by describing the datasets used for evaluating image and video retrieval performance in section 7.1, followed by the techniques compared in section 7.2. Section 7.3 describes the experimental setup and section 7.4 describes the evaluation metric used. Finally, we present the evaluation results in section 7.6.

7.1 Datasets

We used four benchmark image and video datasets to evaluate the retrieval performance of QIK. Table 7.1 summarizes the datasets used, which are, in brief, described in the following subsections.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Total Instances</th>
<th>Dataset Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS COCO</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>15K</td>
<td>2.4GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSR-VTT</td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>6.3GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Dataset summary

### 7.1.1 MS COCO

MS COCO [9] is a large-scale dataset comprising images of complex everyday scenes involving 80 common objects in their natural context. The main goal of this dataset was to advance the state-of-the-art in scene understanding which involves image captioning, object detection, segmentation, and key-point detection. The dataset was first released in 2014 and now has 164K images split into training (118K), validation (5K), and test (41K) sets. The annotations for each image in the dataset were crowdsourced through Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)\(^2\). For object detection, the dataset annotation comprises the bounding box coordinates along with the per-instance segmentation masks for all the 80 object categories. For image captioning, each image has five human-annotated captions. We used the MS COCO data for evaluating the image retrieval performance of QIK. We used a random subset of 15K images for evaluation as some of the competitors of QIK could not operate on larger number of images.

### 7.1.2 MSR-VTT

The Microsoft Research Video to Text dataset, abbreviated as MSR-VTT [12], is a large-scale video dataset curated for advancing the field of video understanding.

---

\(^1\)https://cocodataset.org

\(^2\)https://www.mturk.com
It comprises 10,000 web video clips totaling 41.2 hours. The clips were obtained, by executing 257 queries, corresponding to 20 categories, on a commercial video search engine. The top 150 videos for the queries were then cleaned up to remove short, duplicate, and poor-quality videos. Each clip is accompanied by 20 captions, annotated by MTurk workers, that describe its content. The clips are split into 7,010 training videos and 2,990 testing videos. The uniqueness of the MSR-VTT dataset lies in its diversity of visual content that spans a wide variety of categories.

7.2 Competitors

In this section, we briefly list out competitors used for evaluation the image and video retrieval performance of QIK.

7.2.1 Image Retrieval

- **DIR**: DIR [6] produces a global and compact fixed-length representation of each image by aggregating many region-wise descriptors so that it is robust to scale and transformation. The regions to be pooled are predicted using a region proposal network.

- **DELF**: DELF [5] extracts dense features from an image by passing it through a fully convolutional network, which are then passed through an attention layer that measures the relevance of the local features descriptors.

- **CroW**: CroW [7] is an efficient non-parametric weighting and aggregation scheme to transform convolutional image features to a compact global image.
feature. It creates image representations by cross-dimensional weighting and aggregation of deep convolutional neural network layer outputs. To improve upon the efficiency of the system, spatial and channel wise weighting is done by aggregating the weights derived from the spatial activation of the output layer and the sparsity weights based on of the feature maps.

- **FR-CNN**: FR-CNN [8] uses image-wise and region-wise representations pooled from an object detection CNN such as Faster R-CNN. While the image-wise representations serve as global features used during the filtering step, the region-wise representations serve as local features used for re-ranking.

- **CSQ**: CSQ [10], introduces a global similarity metric called central similarity that efficiently maps image features to hash codes and constructs hash centers. Similar pairs would have a common center and dissimilar pairs would converge to different centers hence improving learning efficiency and retrieval accuracy.

- **LIRE**: LIRE [63] is an open-source content based image retrieval system that provides a wide range of options such as color histograms, color and edge directivity descriptor, etc., to extract local features and global feature vectors.

### 7.2.2 Video Retrieval

- **DnS**: DnS [11] is a Knowledge Distillation framework consisting of a coarse-grained student network that enables fast retrieval but has low performance, a fine-grained student network that has high performance but is computationally expensive, and a selection network that decides upon the query-target feature pairs need to be re-ranked by the fine-grained student networks.
• **CSQ:** In case of video retrieval, to retain temporal information videos are hashed using 3D CNNs [89]. The training data videos and labels are then associated with hash centers generated to further obtain the semantic hash centers. Videos having the same center as the query video are considered to be a match.

### 7.3 Experimental Setup

We ran the experiments on CloudLab [98], a testbed for cloud computing research and new applications. We used the bare-metal machines in the Utah data center. All nodes had a Ten-core Intel E5-2640v4 CPU at 2.4 GHz, with 64 GB of RAM. The operating system installed across all of the was Ubuntu 18.04.

### 7.4 Evaluation Metric

We use the Mean Average Precision (mAP) [99] to evaluate image and video retrieval performance. mAP is considered the standard measure for comparing search algorithms and is obtained by averaging the Average Precision (AP). AP combines precision and recall over a set of ranked results.

Precision signifies the ability to retrieve the most relevant items. It is defined as the fraction of relevant items among the retrieved items and is represented as

\[
Precision = \frac{\text{Total number of items retrieved that are relevant}}{\text{Total number of items retrieved}}
\]

---

3https://www.cloudlab.us/
Recall signifies the ability to find all the relevant items in the database. It is defined as the fraction of relevant items that were retrieved and is represented as

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{Total number of items retrieved that are relevant}}{\text{Total number of relevant items in the database}}
\]

Items that are correctly labeled as belonging to the positive class are considered True Positives(TPs). Items that are incorrectly labeled as belonging to the positive class are considered False Positives(FPs). When an item is not labeled as belonging to the positive class when it should have been, it is considered a False Negative(FN). Items that are correctly labeled as not belonging to the positive class are considered True Negatives(TN). Precision and Recall can be defined in terms of TPs, FPs, FNs, and TNs as

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

For web-scale information retrieval, we use $P@k$. $P@k$ denotes the number of relevant items among the top-$k$ retrieved documents. $AP@k$ measures the average relevance score of a set of top-$k$ documents obtained as the result of a query computed as

\[
AP = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{R} P@k}{R}
\]

Hence $mAP@k$ (for the total number of queries $Q$) is computed as

\[
mAP = \frac{\sum_{q=1}^{Q} AP(q)}{Q}
\]
7.5 Query and Ground Truth Formulation

7.5.1 Image Retrieval

To evaluate the image retrieval performance of QIK, we chose a random subset of 15K images from the MS COCO [9] dataset. We generated two-, three-, and four-object combinations using the 80 objects specified in MS COCO such as "person + couch", "person + car + cup", etc. The number of two-object, three-object, and four-object combinations were 50, 50, and 40, respectively. Consider only two-object combinations. For each combination $c$, we did the following: We selected the images containing those two objects based on human labeling from the 15K dataset. Let $I$ denote the selected images. For each image $i \in I$, we identified the true matches for $i$ as a query image using a pre-trained Universal Sentence Encoder [100] model. Essentially, we computed the similarity between the human-annotated captions of $i$ against the human-annotated captions of other images in $I$ and used a similarity threshold $\tau$ to determine a true match. That is, if any caption of $i$ was similar to a caption of an image $j$ in $I$ with similarity greater than $\tau$, then $j$ was considered a true match for $i$. Thus, we completely relied on human judgment by using their annotations for deciding the true matches for an image query. We computed the mAP value for the combination $c$ for different top-$k$ matches ($k=2$, $k=4$, $k=8$, and $k=16$). We followed the same procedure for three-object and four-object combinations. The total number of image queries in two-object, three-object, and four-object combinations were 15478, 4400, and 1745, respectively.
7.5.2 Video Retrieval

To evaluate the video retrieval performance of QIK, we use the MSR-VTT [12] dataset. The dataset, comprised of the manually labeled videos that was split into 7,010 training and 2,990 testing videos. All the training videos constituted the database of videos, while the testing videos constituted the query videos. All videos that belonged to a particular class were considered as the ground truth.

7.6 Evaluation Results

7.6.1 QIK: Image Retrieval using Captions vs. Image Retrieval using Detected Objects

We first compared the image retrieval performance of QIK when using captions versus detected objects in PIUs. Hereinafter, we denote QIK when using captions as QIKₖ and QIK when using detected objects as QIKₒ. Next, we compared QIKₖ with its competitors, which used CNN-based features for filtering. Finally, we compared the video retrieval performance of QIK, hereinafter, denoted as QIKᵥ with its competitors. Note that QIKₖ used Algorithm 2 and QIKₒ used Algorithm 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>τ=0.6</th>
<th></th>
<th>τ=0.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k=2</td>
<td>k=4</td>
<td>k=8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIKₖ</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIKₒ²</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIKₒ₄</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: QIKₖ vs QIKₒ: two-object combinations (avg. mAP)
\[ \tau = 0.6 \quad \tau = 0.7 \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(QIK_c)</th>
<th>(QIK_{5\mu})</th>
<th>(QIK_{5e})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(k=2)</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k=4)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k=8)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k=16)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|ccc|ccc|ccc|}
\hline
\(\tau=0.6\) & \(k=2\) & \(k=4\) & \(k=8\) & \(k=16\) & \(\tau=0.7\) & \(k=2\) & \(k=4\) & \(k=8\) & \(k=16\) \\
\hline
\(QIK_c\) & 0.92 & 0.91 & 0.91 & 0.91 & 0.82 & 0.82 & 0.82 & 0.81 \\
\(QIK_{5\mu}\) & 0.67 & 0.67 & 0.67 & 0.66 & 0.56 & 0.56 & 0.55 & 0.54 \\
\(QIK_{5e}\) & 0.70 & 0.72 & 0.74 & 0.73 & 0.48 & 0.55 & 0.56 & 0.55 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{\(QIK_c\) vs \(QIK_o\): three-object combinations (avg. mAP)}
\end{table}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|ccc|ccc|ccc|}
\hline
\(\tau=0.6\) & \(k=2\) & \(k=4\) & \(k=8\) & \(k=16\) & \(\tau=0.7\) & \(k=2\) & \(k=4\) & \(k=8\) & \(k=16\) \\
\hline
\(QIK_c\) & 0.92 & 0.90 & 0.90 & 0.89 & 0.77 & 0.78 & 0.79 & 0.78 \\
\(QIK_{5\mu}\) & 0.55 & 0.56 & 0.56 & 0.56 & 0.46 & 0.47 & 0.46 & 0.45 \\
\(QIK_{5e}\) & 0.73 & 0.75 & 0.76 & 0.75 & 0.56 & 0.60 & 0.59 & 0.58 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{\(QIK_c\) vs \(QIK_o\): four-object combinations (avg. mAP)}
\end{table}

Our goal was to show that captions provide superior performance as they can capture the relationships between important objects in an image compared to just retrieving images containing certain objects. Table 7.2, Table 7.3, and Table 7.4 show the average of the mAP values for the two-object, three-object, and four-object combinations, respectively. Clearly, \(QIK_c\) outperformed \(QIK_o\) for two different probability thresholds for object detection, \(i.e., 0.9\) and \(0.8\). Thus, one can conclude that captions in PIUs indeed capture the object relationships leading to superior image retrieval performance for everyday scenes.

\subsection{QIK\(_c\) vs. Its Competitors}

Next, we compared \(QIK_c\) with its competitors, which used CNN-based features for filtering. For fair evaluation, we used the default parameters in the code of DIR [6], DELF [5], CroW [7], FR-CNN [8] and CSQ [10]. For LIRE [63], we used CEDD [67] to
extract the features of images and indexed them using Lucene. In addition, the sentence parse trees were used during the ranking step for tree edit distance computation.

For the two-object combinations, we computed the mAP value for each combination and report the average of the mAP values. Similarly, we report the average of mAP values for the three-object and four-object combinations. Tables 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7 report these values for two different $\tau$ values and different values of $k$.

In all cases, QIK outperformed its competitors by virtue of using captions in PIUs and applying NLP processing. QIK$_c$ was able to capture the relationships between objects in everyday scenes leading to superior performance. Other approaches relied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\tau=0.6$</th>
<th></th>
<th>$\tau=0.7$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$k=2$</td>
<td>$k=4$</td>
<td>$k=8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIK$_c$</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELF</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CroW</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-CNN</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSQ</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIRE</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.5: Results for two-object combinations (avg. of mAP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\tau=0.6$</th>
<th></th>
<th>$\tau=0.7$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$k=2$</td>
<td>$k=4$</td>
<td>$k=8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIK$_c$</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELF</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CroW</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-CNN</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSQ</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIRE</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.6: Results for three-object combinations (avg. of mAP)
$\tau = 0.6$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$k=2$</th>
<th>$k=4$</th>
<th>$k=8$</th>
<th>$k=16$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QIK$_c$</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELF</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CroW</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-CNN</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSQ</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIRE</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\tau = 0.7$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$k=2$</th>
<th>$k=4$</th>
<th>$k=8$</th>
<th>$k=16$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QIK$_c$</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELF</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CroW</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-CNN</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSQ</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIRE</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.7: Results for four-object combinations (avg. of mAP)

on local/global descriptors of images constructed from features with or without CNNs. In most cases, CroW was the best approach among the chosen competitors; LIRE was the worst approach. This confirms that techniques using CNN-based features are superior to traditional feature-based indexing of images.

Table 7.8: Average time taken (in seconds) for image retrieval

We measured the average time taken by each technique for image retrieval. As reported in Table 7.8, QIK was competitive in terms of average retrieval time. LIRE had the fastest execution time but yielded the lowest mAP value. CroW’s mAP value was the second-best, followed by CSQ. Both the techniques had competitive execution
times. In terms of execution times, DELF was the slowest. The time taken for each step involved in the retrieval process has been listed in Table 7.9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Time Taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image Captioning</td>
<td>0.46 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate Retrieval</td>
<td>0.14 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate Ranking</td>
<td>0.21 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.9: Break up of the average time taken (in seconds) for image retrieval

### 7.6.3 QIK: Image Retrieval using Show and Tell vs. Image Retrieval using ClipCap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>k</th>
<th>τ=0.6</th>
<th>τ=0.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.10: QIK\(_c\) vs QIK\(_o\): two-object combinations (avg. mAP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>k</th>
<th>τ=0.6</th>
<th>τ=0.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.11: QIK\(_c\) vs QIK\(_o\): two-object combinations (avg. mAP)

To demonstrate the impact of the captioning technique used, we compared the retrieval accuracy of QIK using two different captioning models namely Show and Tell [31] and ClipCap [33]. Show and Tell was trained on the MS COCO dataset [9],
Table 7.12: QIK\textsubscript{c} vs QIK\textsubscript{o}: two-object combinations (avg. mAP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\tau=0.6$</th>
<th>$\tau=0.7$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k=2</td>
<td>k=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIK\textsubscript{Show and Tell}</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIK\textsubscript{ClipCap}</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

while ClipCap was trained on the Conceptual Captions dataset. Although the Conceptual Captions dataset [95] is a more challenging dataset, covering a vast set of objects, there is a large diversity in its captions since they were harvested from the web. Table 7.10, Table 2 7.11, and Table 7.12 show the average of the mAP values for the two-object, three-object, and four-object combinations, respectively. We can see that the QIK attains comparable accuracy irrespective of the captioning model used. In all cases, QIK outperformed its competitors by using NLP on the captions in PIUs to construct tree structures and capturing the relationships between objects, leading to superior image retrieval performance for everyday scenes.

### 7.6.4 Scalability of QIK

To test the scalability of QIK, we indexed 124K images in MS COCO. We executed all 124K image queries; on an average, QIK took 2.63 seconds for each query. This shows that QIK can support efficient retrieval on large image repositories. The time taken for each step involved in the retrieval process over the 124K image dataset has been listed in Table 7.13.
Table 7.13: Break up of the average time taken (in seconds) for image retrieval

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time Taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image Captioning</td>
<td>0.45 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate Retrieval</td>
<td>1.32 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate Ranking</td>
<td>2.63 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.14: QIK\textsubscript{v} Results for ranking schemes (avg. of mAP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>k=2</th>
<th>k=4</th>
<th>k=8</th>
<th>k=16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QIK\textsubscript{s}</td>
<td>0.4166</td>
<td>0.4372</td>
<td>0.4338</td>
<td>0.4232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIK\textsubscript{l}</td>
<td>0.4283</td>
<td>0.4485</td>
<td>0.4473</td>
<td>0.4341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIK\textsubscript{t}</td>
<td>0.4306</td>
<td>0.4500</td>
<td>0.4477</td>
<td>0.4343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIK\textsubscript{v}</td>
<td><strong>0.4349</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.4569</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.4527</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.4376</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.6.5 QIK: Video Retrieval Ranking Approaches

We first compared the video retrieval performance of QIK using the various ranking procedures described in Section 5.6. Our goal was to show that ranking candidate videos based on the order of events and query frame caption would provide superior performance as they can capture the relationships between frames and between important objects in a frame. Hereinafter, we denote the procedure using Algorithm 8 as QIK\textsubscript{s}, Algorithm 9 as QIK\textsubscript{l}, Algorithm 10 as QIK\textsubscript{t}, and Algorithm 11 as QIK\textsubscript{v}. Table 7.14 show the average of the mAP values for the various ranking procedures. QIK\textsubscript{l} outperforms QIK\textsubscript{s} proving the significance of frame ordering. QIK\textsubscript{v} outperformed QIK\textsubscript{t} and QIK\textsubscript{s} concluding that considering ordering of events and captions in PIUs to capture object relationships in a frame lead to superior video retrieval. Clearly, QIK\textsubscript{v} outperformed all the three approaches. The ranking time taken for each technique is listed in Table 7.15. QIK\textsubscript{s} and QIK\textsubscript{l} were the fastest, while QIK\textsubscript{td} and QIK\textsubscript{v} were competitive enough considering the overhead incurred in computing the tree.
edit distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time Taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QIKₐ</td>
<td>0.03 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIKₖ</td>
<td>0.04 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIKₜ</td>
<td>1.59 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIKᵥ</td>
<td>1.58 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.15: Average ranking time taken (in seconds)

7.6.6 QIKᵥ vs. Its Competitors

Next, we compared QIK, using Algorithm 11 denoted as QIKᵥ, with its competitors that uses CNN-based features namely CSQ and DnS. For evaluating our competitor, we used the publicly available implementations along with the default parameters defined by the authors. CSQ used a 64-bit MFNet [101] CNN to extract video features. The model and separately trained on the Hollywood2 and MSR-VTT datasets to identify, hash, and cluster the videos.

While DnS proposed a selection network that decides upon which query-target feature pairs need to be re-ranked, their implementation lacked it. So, we use a defined percentage of pairs to be re-ranked. We evaluated DnS by re-ranking 100% 50% and 0% of the candidates by the fine grained student network. 100% of the candidates were re-ranked as theoretically, it would have the best accuracy. Re-ranking 0% of the candidates would mean the fastest retrieval time. We also re-rank 50% of the candidates as it would have the right balance of accuracy and computational efficiency.

Table 7.16 compare the video retrieval performance of QIKᵥ with its competitor. QIK outperformed CSQ and DnS, proving its significance in retrieving realistic and chal-
lenging scenes and videos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>k=2</th>
<th>k=4</th>
<th>k=8</th>
<th>k=16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QIK</td>
<td>0.4349</td>
<td>0.4569</td>
<td>0.4527</td>
<td>0.4376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DnS (%=1)</td>
<td>0.3692</td>
<td>0.3966</td>
<td>0.3916</td>
<td>0.3652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DnS (%=0.5)</td>
<td>0.0913</td>
<td>0.1216</td>
<td>0.1436</td>
<td>0.1507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DnS (%=0)</td>
<td>0.1288</td>
<td>0.1612</td>
<td>0.1773</td>
<td>0.1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSQ</td>
<td>0.4028</td>
<td>0.4160</td>
<td>0.4116</td>
<td>0.4038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.16: Video retrieval results (avg. of mAP)

The retrieval times for each approach is compared in Table 7.17. QIK was competitive in terms of retrieval times, while CSQ was the fastest. DnS had the worst execution time. While increasing the number of candidates re-ranking helped improve the mAP for DnS, the time taken for execution incurs an overhead in the process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time Taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QIK</td>
<td>11.38 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DnS (%=1)</td>
<td>123.22 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DnS (%=0.5)</td>
<td>116.11 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DnS (%=0)</td>
<td>110.49 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSQ</td>
<td>1.00 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.17: Average time taken (in seconds) for video retrieval

The time taken for each step involved in the retrieval process has been listed in Table 7.18
Figure 7.1: QIK image retrieval results compared with its competitors - 1 ($\tau = 0.7$)
Figure 7.2: QIK image retrieval results compared with its competitors - 2 ($\tau = 0.7$)
Table 7.18: Break up of the average time taken (in seconds) for video retrieval

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time Taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scene Detection</td>
<td>0.62 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scene Captioning</td>
<td>5.44 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate Retrieval</td>
<td>3.63 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate Ranking</td>
<td>1.58 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.7 Examples

7.7.1 Image Retrieval

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show two queries and the output of the different techniques compared for $k = 8$. As seen in Figure 7.1, QIK returned only images of people with one or more horse in them, while other techniques returned at least one false positive for the query. While there were images containing giraffes, there overlook having people in them. Similarly, Figure 7.2 shows that QIK returned only images of skateboarders, while all other techniques returned at least one false positive.

7.7.2 Video Retrieval

Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show two video queries posed to QIK and its output compared with the competitors namely CSQ and DnS for $k = 8$. It is seen in Figure 7.3 the query video is a clip from a wrestling game. QIK fetched all videos that had wrestling in them. Even though CSQ fetched videos that belonged to various sports being played, none of them were related to wrestling. While DnS fetched wrestling videos, it had multiple false positives. Similarly, in Figure 7.4 QIK returned only video related to a fashion shows. However, other techniques returned at least one false positive.
Figure 7.3: QIK video retrieval results compared with CSQ - 1

Figure 7.4: QIK video retrieval results compared with CSQ - 2
Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

Through this dissertation, we introduce QIK. QIK is an efficient system for large-scale image and video retrieval. It understands an image probabilistically by leveraging the predictions of deep neural networks designed for image understanding tasks to generate a PIU. Thorugh PIUs QIK accurately captures relationships between multiple objects present in complex scenes. The captions predicted for the images are analyzed linguistically by constructing sentence parse trees and dependency trees. During the filtering step, an optimized XPath query is constructed by transforming the parse tree of a query image caption into an XML document. The XPath query is then executed to fetch a set of candidate images from the database. During the ranking step, the candidate images are ranked based on the tree-edit distance of the tree structures constructed from their captions.

We described the implementation of QIK and conducted a thorough performance evaluation on the MS COCO dataset. We observed that captions provided superior performance compared to just retrieving images containing certain objects as captions.
can capture the relationships between important objects in an image. Through our experiments, we observed that QIK achieved superior performance compared to state-of-the-art techniques for large-scale image retrieval such as LIRE, DIR, DELF, CSQ, FR-CNN, and CSQ. Through accurate metadata describing the context of an image QIK improved image retrieval capability than solely using image features. It is by virtue of its ability to capture relationships between objects in complex scenes enables QIK to outperform its competitors.

We also describe how QIK could be extended to enable efficient video retrieval. QIK performs linguistic analysis on the keyframes of a video to generate a PIU, thereby capturing the relationship amongst the frames in a video. The PIUs generated are then stored and indexed in a database. At the time of querying, optimized XPath queries are constructed on the parse tree representations of the captions generated for frames. During the filtering step, the XPath queries for each frame are aggregated using a Boolean OR condition and queried to obtain a set of frames corresponding to a set of candidate videos. During the ranking step, a score is assigned to each candidate video based on the number of frames matching the keyframes of the query video. The candidate videos are further ranked in decreasing order of the scores.

Through comprehensive performance evaluation on the MSR-VTT datasets, we show the potential of QIK for efficient video retrieval compared to state-of-the-art techniques for video retrieval such as CSQ and DnS. It is by virtue of its ability to capture relationships between objects in complex scenes and the relationship among scenes in a given video, that QIK was able to outperform its competitors.

In the future, we plan to explore further on ways that could be used to optimize retrieval performance for video retrieval. This could include investigating the po-
tential of using XQuery for similar scene retrieval. Image captioning was the most
time-consuming process among all the sub-processes (due to the model complexity
involved). This is often aggravated by the number of key frames extracted that need
to be captioned. Optimizing the key frames extracted to filter out the ones that do
not contribute to retrieval could help lower retrieval time. Additionally, we also plan
to span QIK across multiple domains, especially in the area of digital pathology, where
the gigabyte size of whole slide images poses a serious challenge.
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